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Why Do We Hate Conflict? 
I did my Master’s Degree in Conflict Analysis and Resolution, studying with academics from a 
variety of fields and examining conflict at the interpersonal, community, and international 
levels. Since then I have been practicing in the conflict resolution field for nearly twenty years, 
facilitating conflict situations ranging from two employees who approached a task differently, 
to Greek-Cypriots and Turkish-Cypriots trying to find a peaceful solution to the conflict that has 
engulfed their tiny Mediterranean island for the last three thousand years or so.  
 
In this combination of both theoretical and practical experience, I have noticed an interesting 
paradox.  
 
At the theoretical level, the conclusion is crystal clear: conflict is a good thing. Conflict, of 
course, is ubiquitous. There is no living system on the planet that is without conflict, and there 
are certainly no human social systems that don’t have conflict. Conflict is natural and to be 
expected. It is not only ubiquitous, though: it is actually critical to the health and development 
of systems. Conflict fuels creativity and change, and it stimulates the development of new 
ideas. Conflict is required for relationships to deepen. Only after we work through conflicts with 
others can we trust them more deeply. The absence of conflict in organizations has been linked 
to the damaging effects of “groupthink.” 
 
All that being said, however, I have also found that when I am in the “real world,” conflict is 
most often avoided like the plague. Despite all the benefits articulated by the academics, the 
people I work with most of the time would rather avoid conflict, delay it, or try to work around 
it. By the time I am brought in to help, the conflict has grown and morphed, primarily because 
the conflict had been ignored or only partially resolved. 
 
Upon noticing this paradox, I initially wondered why everyone hates conflict so much (given 
what I knew from my studies about its benefits). When I started asking people, however, I 
quickly discovered that not everyone hates conflict. People tend to spread out fairly evenly 
along a continuum when it comes to their view of conflict, ranging from people who 
completely despise it and will avoid it all costs, all the way to people who love conflict, draw 
energy from it, and will actually look to cause conflict in situations where there is none, and, of 
course, every step in between. 
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But for many of the people who say they like conflict, I’ve also noticed that they tend to be the 
ones who prefer conflict to be over quickly. They like to engage in conflict because the thought 
of unresolved conflict lingering bothers them greatly. These people frequently rush through 
the conflicts—particularly the tough ones—which means that half of us are avoiding conflict, 
while much of the other half is avoiding real resolution of the conflict. 
 
This creates a vicious cycle. Conflict exists as a natural part of all our systems, but on the whole 
we tend to avoid either the conflict or its resolution, and while we are avoiding, the conflict 
typically gets worse. At this point, everyone starts avoiding, and that ends up creating even 
more conflict on top of the original one, which we then avoid…you can see where this is 
headed. 
 

Breaking the Cycle: Better Conflict Conversations 
The secret to breaking this cycle, of course, is in changing the pattern early on. The conflicts 
are all easier to resolve before they have been avoided for some time, so we need to build our 
capacity to move through conflict conversations more quickly and easily. In most organizations, 
we lack this capacity, but it is something that can be built fairly quickly. Basic communication 
and conflict analysis skills can be learned that will help your system work through conflicts as 
they happen, which in the end will free up capacity to be doing other things. 
 
There is a broad range of skills that are relevant to building the capacity for better conflict 
conversations, ranging from interest-based problem solving to emotional intelligence, but 
there are two specific communication tools that stand out above the rest: the ladder of 
inference and the behavior-impact feedback model. In nearly every system where I have 
intervened around conflict, I have shared these two tools that consistently have made 
discussing conflict and other difficult subjects easier, so I present them here as a resource. 
 

The Ladder of Inference 
Developed by management theorist Chris Argyris, the ladder of inference simply maps out the 
natural human process of observing the world, making sense of it, and then acting on it. In 
interpersonal conflicts we argue about differing conclusions, yet we rarely take the time to 
explore how we came to those conclusions. It is in that “making sense of it” stage where 
people often discover the source of misunderstanding and the opportunity for creative 
problem solving in most conflict situations. The ladder of inference facilitates this by mapping 
out the process of moving from what we observe to what we conclude (a simplified graphic of 
the ladder is included below, but there is a bigger version at the end of the document). 
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Draw Conclusions 
 

Make Assumptions 
 

Add Meaning 
 

Select Data 
 

Observable Data 
 
 
At the bottom of the figure is a “pool” of observable data, as a video camera would record it—
all that people could possibly see, hear, feel, or experience. Moving up the ladder, our first 
step is to select data out of that pool. No matter how hard we try, we cannot notice everything, 
or even remember all that we notice. Our next step up the ladder is to add meaning to that 
limited collection of data, and also make assumptions about it. This is the critical step of 
interpreting what we see. Based on personal and cultural backgrounds, different people will 
add different meaning to the same observable event. Furthermore, we use assumptions to fill 
in the gaps of what we either did not notice or did not remember. For example, when we 
observe someone doing something that hurts us, we often quickly assume that their intention 
was to hurt us, when often that is not the case. The final step up the ladder is to draw 
conclusions about the situation. Note that our actions tend to be based on our conclusions 
(even though we rarely explain how we reached those conclusions). 
 
For people in organizations to use this model in conflict situations, they must take the time to 
work their way “down” the ladder of inference in both the statements they make and the 
questions they ask. If you have a conflict with someone, pay attention to how you came to your 
own conclusion, and when you have a conversation with the other person, use the ladder to 
both explain your side (here’s what I noticed, here is how I interpreted it, so that’s why I am 
now concluding…) and to ask questions about the other person’s side of the ladder. Perhaps 
they noticed things you did not? Maybe they put a different meaning on the action you took? 
The more you explore this, the easier the conflict will be to resolve.  
 

The Behavior-Impact Feedback Model 
Related to the Ladder of Inference is another communication tool that is useful specifically 
when you need to have a conflict conversation where someone is doing something that is 
upsetting to you (and you’d like them to do it differently!). Approaching that person with an 
adversarial, I’m-right-you’re-wrong attitude will put them on the defensive, which will only 
make matters worse. On the other hand, if something is bothering you, you should be able to 
tell that person in a productive way and at least make a request about how you would like 
things to be done differently in the future.  
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The model for doing that is the Behavior-Impact Feedback Model. It is a simple (and ancient) 
formula for communicating about tough issues. The structure relates to the Ladder of Inference 
because it focuses on specific behavior (the observable data) and the meaning/assumption part 
that is often lacking in difficult conversations. The model has also been called the “when you, I, 
because” model, as you can see from the basic structure: 
 
When you [do something] 
I [react this way] 
Because [of my assumptions, history, etc.] 
 
There is also a fourth part where you can make a request about how you would like to see it 
done differently in the future. The handout following the ladder on page six explains the model 
more fully and provides an example. 
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The Ladder of Inference 

 
I take 

Actions 
Based on my beliefs 

 
 

I adopt 
Beliefs 

About the world 
 
 

I draw 
Conclusions 

 
I make 

Assumptions 
Based on the meanings I added 

 
 

I add 
Meanings 

 (cultural and personal) 
 
 

I select 
Data 

From what I observe 
 
 

Observable data & 
Experiences 

(as a videotape recorder might capture it) 

  

Source: Peter 
Senge et al., Fifth 
Discipline 
Fieldbook, p. 243 
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Behavior-Impact Feedback Model 

When you [do something]… 

Make sure you focus on observable behavior during this part. Describe what the other person 
actually did or literally said—not your conclusion about what they meant or intended. 
 
Example: When you promised me you’d be home by 7:00 and then showed up at 8:00 and did 
not apologize or explain what happened… 
 

I [react this way]… 

Make sure you describe the feelings that are generated, as well as the conclusions that you 
come to based on what you saw. It’s a good idea to present your conclusions as questions 
rather than statements of fact. 
 
Example: …I get really mad. I feel disrespected by your broken promise, and I wonder if you 
care about my feelings or my need to maintain a set schedule… 
 

Because [of my assumptions, history, etc.]… 

Make sure the other person knows WHY you came to those conclusions. This is not meant to 
justify them, it is meant to further clarify your conclusions. This is a great opportunity to share 
what assumptions you have about the incident that may not be obvious to the other person. 
 
Example:…Because I had counted on that time to do some important work, and in my family 
we were taught nothing was more important than keeping promises—no matter how small… 
 

An alternative [to your action that would not have generated by 

reaction]… 

This step is “optional,” in that after the last step, it may be appropriate to hear a response from 
the other person (where, hopefully, they would use the same format). However, at certain 
times, it is helpful to make a request of the other person for the next time this happens. Make 
sure it is framed as a REQUEST, not a demand. 
 
Example: …Next time, I would request that if you are going to be late, you call me BEFORE 
the time I expect you home and provide some sort of explanation. I am sure your reason is 
valid, but it helps me to know ahead of time. 


